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The bulk-boundary correspondence establishes a connection between the bulk topological index of an insulator or superconductor, and the number of topologically protected edge bands or states. For topological superconductors in two dimensions the first Chern number is related to the number of protected bands within the bulk energy gap, and is therefore assumed to give the number of Majorana band states in the system. Here we show that this is not necessarily the case. As an example we consider a hexagonal-lattice topological superconductor based on a model of graphene with Rashba spin orbit coupling, proximity induced s-wave superconductivity, and a Zeeman magnetic field. We explore the full Chern number phase diagram of this model, extending what is already known about its parity. We then demonstrate that despite the high Chern numbers that can be seen in some phases these do not strictly always contain Majorana bound states.

I. INTRODUCTION

The search for Majorana bound states (MBS) in condensed matter systems1 has already produced a large volume of theoretical work1–7 and promising, though not conclusive, experiments.8–14 A one dimensional (1D) topologically non-trivial superconductor will have Majorana bound states present at its ends. This is the result of the well known bulk-boundary correspondence,15 which relates the topological invariant to the number of topologically protected edge states. Two-dimensional topological superconductors have also received a lot of attention,3,16–27 including the model we consider here of a system with spin-orbit coupling, in the presence of superconducting proximity and a Zeeman field, as well as other related models.28–36 In two dimensions (2D) the bulk-boundary correspondence relates the Chern number, ν, to the number of protected bands connecting the bulk states above and below the gap37–39 arising in a ribbon structure. These bands correspond to protected edge states and it is assumed that their zero-energy crossing corresponds to the formation of a MBS. However as we will demonstrate this is not necessarily the case, and a topologically protected band does not necessarily contain a MBS.

As an example we focus on a single-layer-hexagonal topological superconductor. This allows us to easily consider two very different types of boundary, both zig-zag and armchair edges. We calculate explicitly the Chern number and we construct a full phase diagram based on the value of the Chern number, and not only on its parity as has been done previously.40 We identify the band structures corresponding to each value of the Chern number and we confirm that it is equal to the number of protected edge bands. We show that the Chern number can be changed by gap closings at many points in the Brillouin zone (BZ), however only gap closings at specific points in the BZ can lead to the formation of protected MBS. The Chern number itself varies from -5 to 5. The number of MBS on an edge can vary however from 0 to 3, rather than 0 to 5, and depends on the type of nanoribbon one is considering. One recent work reported MBS near the Dirac points of this model,34 in a phase with ν = 4. Such states were not found in other studies.25,30–33,36 Here we will clarify that although there are protected bands in this phase, strictly speaking there are no MBS present in the lattice model in this phase.

To understand why this is the case we will introduce a more careful definition of MBS. Thus we show that one must additionally consider if the states found near zero energy scale exponentially to zero in the thermodynamic limit. Also we test the low-energy states in terms of their Majorana-like properties; to this end we use the Majorana polarization,40–42 a direct local check of the Majorana nature of an eigenstate. Also we provide symmetry arguments, as well as study the specific manner in which the gap closing may occur in order to give rise to a change in the number of MBS. Finally we consider the effects of disorder on the formation of MBS.

This article is organized as follows. In Sec. II we introduce the model of a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice with induced superconducting proximity, spin-orbit coupling and a Zeeman magnetic field perpendicular to the plane. In Sec. III we calculate numerically the Chern number for this model. In Sec. IV we calculate its parity analytically. In Sec. V we consider the bulk-boundary
correspondence and how the Chern number relates to the formation of topologically protected bands and of MBS. We conclude in Sec. VI.

II. MODEL

The model under consideration is a hexagonal-lattice topological superconductor that can be realized in graphene with Rashba spin orbit coupling $\alpha$, proximity induced $s$-wave superconductivity $\Delta$, and a Zeeman magnetic potential $B$. We define $t$ as the strength of the nearest-neighbor hopping, and $\mu$ is the chemical potential. Then the Hamiltonian can be written as

$$H = -t \sum_{<i,j>,\sigma} c^\dagger_{i\sigma} c_{j\sigma} - i\alpha \sum_{<i,j>,\sigma,\sigma'} \langle \delta_{ij} \times \sigma \sigma' \rangle_2 c^\dagger_{i\sigma} c_{j\sigma'} \quad (1)$$

$$+ \sum_{i,\sigma} c^\dagger_{i\sigma} [B \sigma^\dagger_{\sigma\sigma} - \mu] c_{i\sigma} + \Delta \sum_i \left[ c^\dagger_{i\uparrow} c_{i\downarrow} + c_{i\downarrow} c^\dagger_{i\uparrow} \right].$$

where $c_{i\sigma}^{(1)}$ denotes the annihilation (creation) operator of an electron of spin $\sigma$ at site $i$, and $\delta_{ij}$ are the nearest neighbor vectors. This model has been carefully studied both in the presence of a superconducting proximity effect\cite{30,31,32,33,34,35,36}, as well as without it\cite{28,29}. We will define the lattice spacing $a = 1$ and $\hbar = 1$ throughout. The lattice has a length of $L_{||}$ unit cells along the nanoribbon direction, which always has periodic boundary conditions; and a width of $L_w$ unit cells, which can have periodic or open boundary conditions in the numerical simulations. We are interested in nanoribbons with open edges aligned along both the armchair and zigzag directions of the hexagonal lattice.

III. NUMERICAL CALCULATION OF THE CHERN NUMBER

In Eq. (7) in Ref. 34 the authors give their results for the Chern number for this model, and show that it can reach values of up to 4, in one region of phase space. They note that, the gap closings at the Dirac points $\vec{k} = (\pm 4\pi/3\sqrt{3},0)$ in the BZ need to be taken into account, in addition to those at the time reversal invariant (TRI) $\Gamma$ points, $\Gamma_0 = (0,0)$, $\Gamma_1 = (0,2\pi/3)$, $\Gamma_2 = (\pi/\sqrt{3},\pi/3)$, and $\Gamma_3 = (\pi/\sqrt{3},-\pi/3)$, which were already known.\cite{32,33}

Here we will show explicitly what the topological phase diagram looks like. In fact there are other points in the BZ where a gap closing changes the Chern number.

Following Ref. 43 the Chern number, or equivalently the TKNN invariant\cite{44}, can be calculated numerically using

$$\nu = \frac{i}{8\pi^2} \int d^2k \, d\omega \text{Tr} \left[ G^2(\partial_{k_x} H)G(\partial_{k_y} H) - G^2(\partial_{k_y} H)G(\partial_{k_x} H) \right].$$

where $G = (H - i\omega)^{-1}$ and $\vec{k} = (k_x, k_y)$ is the momentum. This can be implemented numerically, and some examples are given in Fig. 1. The Chern number can be as large as -5, which is unusually high for such a model.

The phase diagrams in Fig. 1 show changes in Chern numbers away from the analytically calculated bulk gap closing lines for the $\Gamma$ and Dirac points. To be certain that this is not a numerical error we track the bulk gap across some of these transitions, see Fig. 2. For all the changes in the Chern number we can see that the gap does close at some point in the BZ, as required. One can also explicitly check that the bulk-boundary correspondence holds, demonstrating that these regions are not caused by numerical errors. However, as we shall see in what follows, these high Chern numbers do not necessarily lead to large numbers of protected MBS.

In Fig. 1 it can be observed that the gap closings at the $\Gamma$ points alter the Chern number from odd to even or vice versa. In the following section we will demonstrate why this occurs.

IV. PARITY OF THE CHERN NUMBER

A detailed calculation of the parity of the Chern number for Eq. (1) has been performed and presented in detail in Refs. 36 and 33, and an example is available also in the appendix of Ref. 25. We show that a relation between the Chern number and the parity of the bands at the TRI momenta, $\Gamma_0 = (0,0)$, $\Gamma_1 = (0,2\pi/3)$, $\Gamma_2 = (\pi/\sqrt{3},\pi/3)$, and $\Gamma_3 = (\pi/\sqrt{3},-\pi/3)$, can be
proven for Eq. (1). Here we have set the lattice spacing $a = 1$. The $K = (4\pi/3\sqrt{3}, 0)$ and $K' = (-4\pi/3\sqrt{3}, 0)$ Dirac points do not affect the parity of the Chern number, and neither do any of the other gap closing points. This is due to the fact that they always paired, with the gaps at $k$ and $-k$ necessarily closing at the same time, thus the parity of the Chern number is only altered by the special $\Gamma$ points. However, as we have seen, the Chern number itself can be changed by gap closings at various points in the BZ.

In momentum space the total Hamiltonian (1) is

$$H = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{\vec{k}} \Psi_{\vec{k}}^\dagger \mathcal{H}(\vec{k}) \Psi_{\vec{k}}$$

with the fermion field $\Psi_{\vec{k}}^\dagger = (a_{\vec{k}\uparrow}^\dagger, b_{\vec{k}\uparrow}^\dagger, a_{\vec{k}\downarrow}^\dagger, b_{\vec{k}\downarrow}^\dagger, a_{\vec{k}-\uparrow}, b_{\vec{k}-\downarrow}, a_{\vec{k}-\downarrow}, b_{\vec{k}-\uparrow})$. Here $a_{\vec{k}\sigma}^\dagger$ and $b_{\vec{k}\sigma}^\dagger$ create electrons of spin $\sigma$ and with momentum $\vec{k}$ on the two sublattices. The Hamiltonian matrix is

$$\mathcal{H}(\vec{k}) = \begin{pmatrix} H(\vec{k}) & \Delta(\vec{k}) \\ -\Delta^*(\vec{k}) & -H^*(\vec{-k}) \end{pmatrix},$$

where each entry is itself a $4 \times 4$ matrix. The pairing matrix satisfies $\Delta^*(\vec{k}) = \Delta(\vec{k})$ and the Hamiltonian matrix satisfies particle hole symmetry:

$$C^\dagger \mathcal{H}(\vec{k}) C = -\mathcal{H}^*(\vec{-k}),$$

where $C = \sigma^0 \otimes \lambda^0 \otimes \tau^z$. We will use $\sigma$, $\lambda$, and $\tau$ Pauli matrices for the spin, sublattice, and particle-hole sectors and $\sigma^0 = \lambda^0 = \tau^z = [1]$, the $2 \times 2$ identity matrix. One consequence of the particle hole symmetry is that all the non-zero energy states are paired with a state of opposite energy.

The topological invariant can be related to a parity-like operator, $P = \sigma^x \otimes \lambda^x \otimes \tau^z$, of the negative energy bands at the time reversal invariant momenta. All eigenstates at the points, $\Psi_n(\Gamma_i)$ have a definite parity $\pi_n(\Gamma_i) = \pm 1$. Note that a sign change in

$$\delta_1 = \prod_{E_n < 0} \pi_n(\Gamma_i),$$

where $E_n$ is the eigenvalue of the eigenstates $\Psi_n(\Gamma_i)$, implies a gap closing at zero energy.

The Chern number can be defined as the integral of the Berry curvature over the Brillouin zone for the negative energy bands

$$\nu = \frac{1}{2\pi} \int d^2 k \nabla_\vec{k} \times A^-(\vec{k})$$

Where the Berry connection is

$$A^-(\vec{k}) = i \sum_{n} \langle \Psi_n(\vec{k}) | \nabla \vec{k} | \Psi_n(\vec{k}) \rangle = \frac{i}{2} \nabla_\vec{k} \ln \text{Det} M(\vec{k})$$

with $M_{mn} = \langle \Psi_m(\vec{k}) | P C | \Psi_n(\vec{k}) \rangle$ and $\langle \Psi_n(\vec{k}) \rangle$ an eigenstate of the Hamiltonian. Thus one finds

$$(-1)^\nu = \prod_{E_n < 0} \pi_n(\Gamma_0) \pi_n(\Gamma_1) \pi_n(\Gamma_2) \pi_n(\Gamma_3)$$

for the topological invariant.

This results in [36].

Two exemplary phase diagrams as a function of magnetic field and chemical potential are shown in Fig. 3, which...
are consistent with the results in Fig. 1.

V. NANORIBBON BANDSTRUCTURES AND MAJORANA BOUND STATES

A. Correspondence between the Chern number and the band structure

Before we consider the formation of MBS, we will demonstrate in what way the bulk-boundary correspondence manifests itself in this system. The nanoribbons we consider are periodic in one direction and finite with open boundary conditions in the perpendicular direction. We define \( k_|| \in [−\pi, \pi) \) as the momentum parallel to the edges. We will consider several examples of ribbons, with both zigzag and armchair edges.

Figs. 4(a,b) correspond to a phase with \( \nu = 4 \). In both cases we observe four pairs of edge bands crossing the bulk gap. The energy of these bands has a monotonic dependence on \( k_|| \), with the right-moving states being located on one edge, and the left-moving ones on the other. Figs. 4(c,d) correspond to a phase with \( \nu = −5 \), and we observe five pairs of protected bands. Fig. 5(a,b) correspond to a phase with \( \nu = −2 \). Both nanoribbons exhibit two pairs of protected bands crossing zero energy, thus expected to support MBS, however for the armchair nanoribbon, see Fig. 5(b), one can see that a pair of bands exhibits additional unprotected zero energy crossings close to \( k_|| = \pm 0.5\pi \). Such crossings are unprotected in the sense that a continuous deformation of the band can remove these zero energy crossings, and the corresponding zero energy states are not topologically protected MBS; i.e. a perturbation can gap out these states. Indeed, this can be seen for example in Fig. 7 where we study the effects of disorder on the band structure.

B. Zero-energy states and their identification as MBS based on scaling arguments

Given the arguments in the previous section, we note that each topologically protected edge band has one protected zero-energy crossing. We would thus naturally expect that each edge band gives rise to a MBS, and thus that the Chern number gives the number of topologically protected MBS. However we will argue in what follows that this is not always the case.

We first note that the band structure is the result of a Fourier transform of Eq. (1) along the direction parallel to the edge of the ribbon, along which we have imposed periodic boundary conditions. This yields a set of 1D Hamiltonians, \( H_1D(k_||) \), labelled by the quantum numbers \( k_|| = 2\pi n/L_|| \), with \( L_|| \) being the length of the ribbon in the direction parallel to edges, and \( n = 0, 1, \ldots L_|| \). In the thermodynamic limit \( k_|| \) becomes a continuous vari-
available. In order that a MBS forms, one edge band needs to contain a state with exactly zero energy. While this is of course automatic in the thermodynamic limit, in the finite-size system, when \( k_\parallel \) is only taking discrete values, this can only happen at special points in the bandstructure, here for example at \( k_\parallel = 0, \pi \), since the energy of a state corresponding to an arbitrary \( k_\parallel = 0, \pi \) is never exactly zero, but is of the order of \( 1/L_\parallel \). We propose that the deciding difference between real MBS and non-MBS states lies in how their energy scales to zero in the thermodynamic limit, with the energy of the real MBS decreasing exponentially, while the energy of the non-MBS decreasing inverse proportionally to the system size.

To exemplify this we note that the energy of the states at \( 0 \) and \( \pi \) only depends on the width of the ribbon, being due to the exponential overlap of the two MBS on the edges, and is given by \( \epsilon_{0,\pi} \sim e^{-L/\lambda} \), with \( \lambda \) being the localization length of the MBS and \( L \) being the width of the ribbon. Hence, \( \lim_{L_\parallel = L \to \infty} \epsilon_{0,\pi}/\lambda = \lim_{L \to \infty} L^2 e^{-L/\lambda}/4\pi^2 = 0 \), with \( \lambda = 4\pi^2/L^2 \) is the mean level spacing. However, for the bands crossing zero away from \( k_\parallel = 0, \pi \), the lowest energy states typically have a dominant contribution \( \epsilon \sim 2\pi/L_\parallel \), and thus obey \( \lim_{L_\parallel = L \to \infty} \epsilon/\lambda \sim L \). Thus states for which \( \epsilon \) appears as exact-zero energy states. An example for a \( \nu = -5 \) phase with one MBS and 4 additional zero energy crossings is shown in Fig. 6, the same parameters as for Fig. 4(c) are used. The crossing at \( k_\parallel = 0 \), depicted in blue, shows clear exponential scaling to zero relative to the mean level spacing consistent with \( \epsilon/\lambda \sim L^2 e^{-L/\lambda} \). The alternative crossings, depicted in red and black, do not scale to zero, but rather diverge as a power law consistent with \( \epsilon/\lambda \sim L \).

C. Gap closing arguments

Moreover, we can find additional arguments for the allowed values of momentum for which one can form MBS. Thus, considering \( k_\parallel \) as a parameter, if there are MBS present for a particular value of \( k_\parallel \), one of two things must occur at this particular value of \( k_\parallel \). Either the band gap must close or the symmetry of the model must change at these points. In the absence of the first possibility, when the 2D model is fully gapped for a given set of parameters, MBS can only exist at the high symmetry points, which for the current model are \( k_\parallel = 0, \pi \). However situations in which the bulk gap closes as a function of \( k_\parallel \) and for which MBS can exist at arbitrary values of \( k_\parallel \) may occur. One example is presented in Ref. 25 for a slightly different model, allowing for example for the formation of flat band of MBS in between these special \( k_\parallel \) points at which the gap closes.

The variation of the Chern number with the parameters in our model \((B \text{ and } \Delta)\) was described in Fig. 1. However, we note that the change in the Chern number, while indicating that the number of edge bands is changing, is not always equivalent to a change in the number of the real MBS states. We argue that a change in the Chern number corresponding to a gap closing at any point which does not correspond to the \((1D)\) TRI momenta cannot change the number of MBS. This includes the Dirac points for the case of a zigzag nanoribbon. In the bandstructures in Fig. 4(c,d) for which we observe 1 MBS on the zigzag edge and 3 on the armchair edge, the 2 additional MBS in the armchair case originate in the gap closing at the Dirac points. Such gap closing at the Dirac point do correspond to a change in the number of MBS for an armchair ribbon, as in this configuration this corresponds to \( k_\parallel = 0 \). Nevertheless, since the existence of such states depends on the direction of the ribbon, the extra MBS are not fully stable, but rather an example of weak topology. The \( \Gamma \) points in the 2D BZ are TRI momenta for both types of nanoribbon, and therefore a closing of the gap at these points yields a change in the number of MBS.

D. Majorana polarization arguments

To test whether the edge states are MBS we can use, along with the energy of the states, the Majorana polarization vector \( \bar{C}(\vec{r}) = \langle \Psi|C|\Psi \rangle \). As an MBS state is an eigenstate of the particle hole operator \( C \), a Majorana-like state localized inside a spatial region \( R \) must satisfy \( C = 1 \) where \( C \) is the normalized magnitude of the integral of the Majorana polarization vector over the spatial region \( R \):

\[
C = \frac{\sum_{\vec{r} \in R} \langle \Psi|C|\Psi \rangle}{\sum_{\vec{r} \in R} \langle \Psi|\Psi \rangle}.
\]

Here \( \hat{r} \) is the projection onto site \( \vec{r} \), and the local Majorana polarization vector \( \bar{C}(\vec{r}) \) is simply the expectation
### TABLE I. The energies $\epsilon$ and Majorana polarization $C$ for the lowest positive energy states corresponding to the different band crossings in Fig. 4. We take the length of the system to be $L|| = 400$ unit cells and its width $Lw = 160$. ZZ refers to a zigzag nanoribbon and AC to an armchair nanoribbon. Note that the two additional crossings for $k|| = 0$ in the last armchair case also have an exponentially small energy and $C = 1$.

| $\nu$ | Edge | $\mu$ | $B$ | $k||$ | $\epsilon$ | $C$ |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| 4 | ZZ | 0.1$t$ | 1.4$t$ | $-\frac{4\pi}{\sqrt{3}}$ | $6.81 \cdot 10^{-4}t$ | 0.0725 |
| 4 | AC | 0.1$t$ | 1.4$t$ | $-\frac{2\pi}{\sqrt{3}}$ | $1.61 \cdot 10^{-3}t$ | 0.404 |
| −5 | ZZ | 1.3$t$ | 1.5$t$ | 0 | $O(10^{-1})t$ | 1 |
| −5 | ZZ | 1.3$t$ | 1.5$t$ | $-\frac{11\pi}{20}$ | $3.84 \cdot 10^{-4}t$ | 0.613 |
| −5 | AC | 1.3$t$ | 1.5$t$ | 0 | $O(10^{-4})t$ | 1 |
| −5 | AC | 1.3$t$ | 1.5$t$ | $-\frac{2\pi}{\sqrt{3}}$ | $1.19 \cdot 10^{-3}t$ | 0.218 |

### TABLE II. The energies $\epsilon$ and Majorana polarization $C$ for the lowest positive energy states corresponding to the different band crossings in Fig. 5. The energies for the additional band crossings at $k|| = 0$ for the armchair case are exponentially small, and the corresponding states have $C = 1$.

| $\nu$ | Edge | $\mu$ | $B$ | $k||$ | $\epsilon$ | $C$ |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| −2 | ZZ | 0.5$t$ | 1.5$t$ | $-\frac{4\pi}{\sqrt{3}}$ | $1.03 \cdot 10^{-4}t$ | 0.392 |
| −2 | AC | 0.5$t$ | 1.5$t$ | 0 | $O(10^{-5})t$ | 1 |
| −2 | AC | 0.5$t$ | 1.5$t$ | $-\frac{11\pi}{20}$ | $1.68 \cdot 10^{-4}t$ | 0.491 |

value of the local particle-hole transformation:

$$\hat{C}(\vec{r}) = \langle \Psi | \hat{C} | \Psi \rangle = -2 \sum_{\sigma} \sigma u_{\sigma\vec{r}} v_{\sigma\vec{r}} . \quad (12)$$

This is a direct test of whether the states in question are MBS and we will apply this test to our candidate MBS states. Thus, for the examples in Fig. 4, see the Tables I and II where we list the energies and the Majorana polarizations for the lowest positive energy states corresponding to various bands. We note that the states at $k|| = 0$ have the lowest energies and a $C = 1$, indicative of being MBS, and consistent also with previous arguments.

The other states have smaller $C$’s, however this does not automatically imply that they are not MBS since they usually come in pairs, and as the spectrum is degenerate we could also consider combinations of states that can give rise to a maximal $C$.\(^{45,48}\) One can rule out their MBS character via disorder tests, such as is the case for the non-protected crossings which occur in Fig. 5(b). However this is not so straightforward for other states. Among the possible combinations we can take we can for example consider $\psi(k||)$ and $\psi(-k||)$, however, as these states are localized on different edges in this chiral system it does not increase $C$ (which is indicative of the electron-hole overlap)\(^ {40–42}\). Alternatively one can combine states on the same edge, which belong to different bands, for example the left most and right most green bands in Fig. 4(a). Indeed in this case one obtain a larger Majorana polarization, reaching values of $C \approx 0.9$ for this example (with $L|| = 400$ and $Lw = 160$). However for a finite-size system these states do not have the same energy (here the energy difference between them is $0.00481t$), neither are exact combinations of $k||$ and $-k||$, so they are not exact particle-hole eigenstates. Nonetheless in the continuum limit their superposition will become an eigenstate of the particle-hole operator, and their energies become degenerate and equal to zero, so in this limit we cannot distinguish between the real MBS and the non-MBS, and we need to refer back to our scaling arguments to differentiate them.

### E. Disorder

To further test the nature of the bands crossing between the bulk states we introduce some disorder. We consider an onsite electronic potential which fluctuates randomly along the direction perpendicular to the nanoribbon edge and taking value between $-s \rightarrow s$, thus ensuring that $k||$ remains a good quantum number. In Fig. 7 we present two exemplary cases, with the same parameters as Fig. 4(b) and Fig. 5(b) for $s = 0.1t$. Typically in clean systems the bands of left and right moving electrons cross zero energy and each other simultaneously. In the disordered case this is no longer the case, and indeed for this particular form of disorder, left- and right-movers become mixed, see Fig. 7 and the band are shifted up and down in energy. However, we cannot argue that this corresponds to an obvious destruction of the MBS, the low-energy crossings preserve the same character as in the non-disordered case and the same arguments as above can be applied to justify that that the low-energy states are not real MBS.

Nevertheless we can find some zero-energy states that are destroyed by disorder, for example in Fig. 7(a) we can see that the non-protected crossings described in Fig. 5(b) are actually gapped when introducing disorder, confirming the fact that if a band can be continually deformed to eliminate a zero-energy crossing, such crossing is not topologically protected, and thus does not give rise to stable MBS.

### VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We have analyzed the relation between the Chern number or equivalently the number of topologically protected edge bands predicted by the bulk-boundary theorem for a 2D topological superconductor, and the number of MBS present along nanoribbon edges. We show that for a lattice model, contrary to expectations, a topologically protected band crossing zero energy does not necessar-
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